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What makes innovations succeed?
Online communities are a breeding ground
for lexical innovations [3], both successful
and failed. The success and failure of
innovations is often attributed to the diversity
of contexts (social and linguistic) in which
they appear [4]: innovations that
“disseminate” across diverse contexts often
succeed [1, 5]. This claim has yet to be
operationalized and tested on a wide variety
of innovations in an online environment.
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RQ1: Do successful lexical innovations
exhibit higher dissemination across
linguistic contexts than failed
innovations?
RQ2: Do successful lexical innovations
tend to have higher dissemination
across social contexts than failed
innovations?
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Context+social
dissemination (f+C+S)
contributes more to
predicting success than
context or social alone:
social and linguistic
factors contribute
differently to success.
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RQ1: Higher context dissemination predicts
innovation success. Consistent across
part-of-speech categories (generated with POS
tagger trained on Twitter [2]).
RQ2: Higher user and subreddit dissemination
predicts innovation success; thread dissemination
is insignificant.

We match successful and
failed innovations on
frequency before the split
point and learn a classifier to
predict innovation success.
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Our work validates the Diversity criterion of the
FUDGE model for predicting successful innovations
[4]. It also supports the need for comparison tests
when studying language change, namely
comparing variables at different stages of change.
Future work will investigate more nuanced
versions of context dissemination (syntactic,
semantic contexts).
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